Yaddo’s Board of Directors and President Elaina Richardson request the pleasure of your company for an evening with downtown superstar, Joseph Keckler

Thursday, June 23, 2022

7:00 P.M.

The Yaddo Mansion
Champagne Welcome
Cocktail Reception & Silent Auction
Additional Live Music by Hot Club of Saratoga

Yaddo in Action: The Return

Yaddo was founded in 1926 at the height of the Roaring ‘20s, a time of social and economic change not unlike today. Now, as then, after several years of upheaval we’re ready to celebrate! Come join us under the stars for an evening of music, food and great company in honor of Yaddo’s reopening and in support of the world-renowned artists who come here each year to further their work and strengthen our community.
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PRINCIPAL / $25,000
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 20 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Name in pre-and post-event media releases and event publicity
- Acknowledged as Principal sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- A tour of Yaddo grounds (Date TBD in October 2022)
- Invitation to attend an exclusive Yaddo event
- A signed original print by a Yaddo artist
- A signed copy of a Yaddo artist’s work
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

UNDERWRITER / $10,000
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 10 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Underwriter sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- A tour of Yaddo grounds (Date TBD in October 2022)
- Invitation to attend an exclusive Yaddo event
- A signed copy of a Yaddo artist’s work
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

LEADER / $5,000
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 8 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Leader sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- A tour of Yaddo grounds (Date TBD in October 2022)
- Invitation to attend an exclusive Yaddo event
- A signed copy of a Yaddo artist’s work
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

GUARANTOR / $3,000
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 6 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Guarantor sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- A signed copy of a Yaddo artist’s work
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

BENEFACCTOR / $1,500
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 4 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Benefactor sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- A signed copy of a Yaddo artist’s work
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

PATRON / $1,000
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 2 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Patron sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

SUPPORTER / $600
- An invitation to attend a pre-event VIP Cocktail Party in the Mansion
- 2 VIP Summer Benefit guest tickets
- Acknowledged as Supporter sponsor on invitation mailed to over 3,000 people
- Logo or name listed on Summer Benefit Yaddo website

DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EVENTS, ANGELA SCHLANSKER CAN ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS AT 518-584-0746 OR ASCHLANSKER@YADDO.ORG